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NEW QUESTION: 1
What best practices does SAP recommend when setting up reportable custom fields? There are
2 correct answers to this question.
A. Make sure that reportable custom fields are consistent across all templates.
B. Make sure to configure all custom fields as filter fields or mfields.
C. Make sure that reportable custom fields in the JRDM template can be edited by the J role.
D. Make sure to use standard fields whenever possible.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator just installed the Guardium product using the Guardium ISO image. Which
step must the administrator perform as part of the initial set-up of the new appliance?
A. Obtain the passwords for the databases to be monitored by the appliance.
B. Restart the sniffer process from the CLI command prompt.
C. Configure network settings on the appliance.
D. Generate the GUI certificate request.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You use the Microsoft Dynamics CRM SDK to build plug-in code in Microsoft Visual Studio.
Which assembly defines the non-core messages and enumerations needed for working with
organization data?
A. MicrosoftCrm.SdkProxy.dll
B. MicrosoftXrm.Sdk.dll
C. Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Workflow.dll
D. Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Deployment.dll
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4

The adjustment scheme of switching late problem, which of the following is wrong?
A. Adjust the switching threshold to reduce 1-3dB
B. Adjust the neighbor cell offset to increase by 1-3dB
C. The handover decision timer is no longer than 640ms.
D. Adjust the cell offset of source cell to increase by 1-3dB
Answer: D
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